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Mealey’s International Arbitration Report examines arbitration and related litigation in courts
worldwide, including cases heard by the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes,
the Permanent Court of Arbitration, and the England and Wales High Court, Commercial Court. It also
highlights events of interest at arbitration institutions around the globe.

Topical Snapshot

Many investors are engaging in international
investment dispute resolution. Claimants are
commencing arbitration of investor state
disagreements with the International Centre for
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) based in
Washington, D.C. ICSID was created pursuant to the
Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes
between States and Nationals of Other States or ICSID
Convention and has been ratified by more than 100
states. Many parties are also opting to arbitrate
disputes with the Permanent Court of Arbitration
(PCA) in The Hague, The Netherlands. The PCA is an
intergovernmental organization that hears inter-state,
investor-state, and other arbitrations. The cases are
usually commenced under a bilateral treaty, the
United Nations Commission on International Trade
Law (UNCITRAL) Rules, or the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). Some
other popular arbitration forums are the London
Court of International Arbitration (LCIA), the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the
International Court of Arbitration, and the
Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of
Commerce (SCC).

Who Needs to Know

» Attorneys who focus on international law
» Arbitrators and arbitration centers
» Judges and court staff across the U.S. federal
judiciary and abroad
» U.N. Compensation Commission
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Bilateral investment treaties
Enforcement
Jurisdiction
Forum selection
Use of experts
Judicial supervision
Award enforcement
Confirmation
Discovery in aid of arbitration
Confidentiality
Contract formation
Immunity
Damages
Arbitration legislation
Conduct of arbitrators

How Lexis Legal News Can Help

Mealey’s International Arbitration Report on
Lexis Legal News and via email delivery features
unbiased news stories, case summaries, attorney
listings, and the PDF of court and tribunal
documents. Subscribers also receive expert
commentary articles and email bulletins of
breaking news. This valuable insight into current
news and mediation trends helps subscribers to
advise clients, prepare for trial, draft pleadings
and briefs, connect with key players in
arbitration, gauge the temperament of the
judiciary and arbitral forums, and build
compelling cases.

Request complimentary trial access at www.lexislegalnews.com.
To order, contact your LexisNexis account representative or call 800.223.1940.
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Links to the topical section
of Lexis Legal News.
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ARTICLE HEADLINE
Links to the full article, related
stories, related documents and
comments section.
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